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ABSTRACT
The Durability of Authenticity: An Examination of the Art Conservator’s Role in Preserving
Authenticity
By
Emily Crozier
This thesis will focus on the conservation of privately owned paintings by deceased artists to
determine the durability of authenticity. The concept of authenticity is fragile and illusive.
However, there are certain theories and attributes which help to determine whether a painting
is authentic. It is generally agreed that the authenticity of a painting can be maintained or lost
through conservation. It is therefore presumed that the conservator is ethically driven to
preserve the authenticity of a painting as its cultural value is of paramount importance in the
conservation process. However, conservation is not a purely ethical issue as it can affect the
financial value of an artwork. As the profession of conservator is unregulated, the effect of
conservation is a potential reason for loss of authenticity. This is evident through the case
study of the painting once attributed to Egon Schiele entitled Vor Gottvater kniender
Jüngling (Youth Kneeling before God the Father). Even when the work carried out by the
conservator is of a very high standard and has been carried out with all ethical standards
preserved, the work itself will have been altered in some material way thus compromising
certain attributes formerly used to determine authenticity and considered authentic in and of
themselves. This is evident in the case study of Salvator Mundi attributed to Leonardo da
Vinci. Therefore, while the concept of authenticity can be preserved, the attributes of
authenticity are in many ways ephemeral.
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INTRODUCTION
Authenticity is crucial to an artwork’s cultural and financial value. The art conservator is
expected to walk a thin line between returning a work of art to its original state without
jeopardizing its authenticity. While the authenticity of an artwork is assumed to be the art
conservator’s primary concern as it possesses great cultural value, this is not always the case.
There are other factors, as well as authenticity, that can affect the financial value of an
artwork, namely aesthetic considerations. Consequently, the conservation of privately owned
paintings is often the site of critical enquiry as ethical considerations are often compromised
in favour of aesthetic considerations. My research will build on these critical discussions by
spotlighting the problems of authentication and conservation. The intention of this thesis is to
draw on theoretical and practical discussions regarding authenticity and conservation and, by
applying this to relevant case studies, answer the question of whether the notion of
maintaining authenticity is always attainable for the conservator.
In order to narrow the scope of this enquiry, my thesis question will specifically focus on the
conservation of privately owned paintings by deceased artists. This area of conservation is
highly unregulated. Firstly, there is still no body of law governing the profession of the art
conservator and, while a conservator is expected to be ethically driven, for the conservation
of works on the art market this is not always the case. Secondly, when it comes to the
conservation of an artwork by a living artist, there are laws in place to protect the authenticity
of an artwork – copyright law and (for works of a “recognizable stature” by living artists) the
Visual Artists Rights Act. However, when it comes to the conservation of an artwork by a
deceased artist there is no legislation in place for the protection of this work. Yet, works by
deceased artists have been declared inauthentic, due to conservation, through the courts.
Under tort law in the United States and in England in the United Kingdom, someone who
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conserves a work of art is considered a “professional” and so could be liable through
professional negligence. This means that expert or opinion evidence would be led in a case
where it is claimed that someone acting as a conservator fell below the standards expected of
a professional and thus compromised the authenticity of an artwork. This begs the question:
how is a conservator expected to perform to a certain standard when that standard is not
defined in exact terms and in particular where there are no professionally recognised industry
benchmarks to which to conform? Additionally, with regards to expert and opinion evidence
on authenticity, this is contentious as there is no absolute method of determining authenticity.
While a living artist can be consulted with regards to whether the authenticity of their piece
has been compromised through conservation, this is obviously not possible in the case of
deceased artists, so how are we to know whether the authenticity has been compromised.
This unfair system provides the foundation for my interest and understanding of the thin line
walked by the art conservator.
Though the profession of art conservator is unregulated, there are many governing bodies
which provide definitions and codes of ethics for the conservation of art. A number of these
governing bodies deliver a one-size fits all approach to conservation. This is particularly
problematic when it comes to the conservation of contemporary art. As Cristina Biaggi points
out, many contemporary artists use unconventional materials, that were originally not
intended to be used for art, in the creation of their art works.1 Bubble wrap, cardboard,
chocolate and organic materials like elephant dung, are just a few examples that spring to
mind of the unusual materials used in recent years. Applying a narrow definition to
conservation is further complicated when we consider the allographic arts – musical and
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Cristina Biaggi, “Legal Issues in Conserving Contemporary Art,” Entertainment, Arts and
Sports Law Journal, vol.22, no.3, (Fall/Winter 2011): 47,
https://nysba.org/NYSBA/Publications/Section%20Publications/EASL/PastIssues2000presen
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theatrical works that are performed. To narrow the scope of my thesis, my question will focus
solely on autographic works, specifically paintings. As with any other material, traditional
paints have their own inherent issues with longevity. Additionally, for the purposes of this
thesis, so as not to be repetitive, the words painting and artwork are interchangeable.
The intention of this thesis is, not to provide any ground breaking, new evidence to contest a
painting’s authenticity, but rather, consider recognized scholarly ideas of what constitutes art
authenticity. Using this as a framework, and drawing on the experience and comments of art
market professionals working today, the first chapter of this thesis will provide a cohesive
understanding of what is meant by authenticity with regard to art in theory and in practice.
Conservation has continued to evolve since its conception, which, according to scholar and
practicing conservator Salvador Muñoz Viñas, dates back to the nineteenth century.2 While
works of art were often cleaned and repaired prior to the nineteenth century, it was not a
specialized skill and, needless to say, there was little, if any, ethical consideration given to the
maintenance of these artworks.3 Therefore, to paraphrase Muñoz Viñas, this ‘servicing’ of art
does not warrant the name of conservation (as it has come to be applied).4 Today, it is widely
acknowledged that conservation is a complex and expansive term, making the practice of
conservation equally so. The second chapter of this thesis will expand on the complexity of
conservation by addressing the problems faced by art conservators and discrepancies in the
field of conservation. Though the focus of my thesis is on the conservation of artworks on the
art market, as noted by Railton in her lecture at Sotheby’s Institute of Art, the museum
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Salvador Muñoz Viñas, Contemporary Theory of Conservation (London: Routledge, 2004),
1.
3
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dictates the best practice for any professional working within the field of conservation.5
Therefore, I have chosen to look at definitions of preventive conservation, remedial
conservation and restoration as provided by the International Council of Museums –
Committee for Conservation, as these are the standard bench marks that are generally agreed
as a guide to ‘best practice’ and should be followed by all conservators. This will provide a
foundation to examine the conservation of artworks on the art market from a practical and
theoretical perspective.
My third and final chapter will focus on two case studies: Vor Gottvater kniender Jüngling
(Youth Kneeling before God the Father) originally by Egon Schiele and Salvator Mundi
attributed to Leonardo da Vinci. Each painting has undergone extensive conservation and the
work of the conservators has also been subject to scrutiny. Consideration will be given to the
information from the first two chapters in my examination of each case study. Each
individual case study looked at will be used to question the role of the conservator in
preserving authenticity.

5

Yasmin Railton, “Conserving Contemporary Art: Theory,” Lecture presented at Sotheby’s
Institute of Art, London, February 2, 2021.
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CHAPTER 1: Authenticity in Art
To determine the durability of authenticity it is necessary to firstly understand what is meant
by the concept of authenticity in the realm of art. The Cambridge Dictionary defines
authenticity as “the quality of being real or true.”6 The philosopher John Langshaw Austin
points out that there are various degrees and dimensions of truth and thus truth cannot be
defined without first specifying the dimensions of its referent.7 It follows that a complete
definition of authenticity can only be found by considering what is inauthentic. When it
comes to a work of art by a deceased artist, deciphering the dimensions of authenticity is no
easy task. As noted by esteemed academic Thomas McNulty, authenticating a work of art is
not an exact science and therefore each work must be examined on a case-by-case basis by
experts.8
1.1 The Authenticator: An Unregulated Profession
What constitutes expertise? In “Episode 1: Authenticity” from the 2016 ten-part series “The
Value of Art,” Michael Macaulay, the current Director of Client Coverage for Global Fine
Arts at Sotheby’s, said that the expertise of Sotheby’s resides in their very close relationships,
established over many years, with “artists, artist’s studios, their foundations, galleries, agents,
dealers, all the people who put together the catalogue raisonné.”9 The catalogue raisonné is a
comprehensive, annotated list of all the known works of art by an artist (the catalogue may be
medium specific or may account for all media) and is often cited as evidence of authorship.
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“Authenticity,” Cambridge Dictionary, accessed January 26, 2022,
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/authenticity.
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John Langshaw Austin, Sense and Sensibilia (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962), 68.
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Methods and Sources (Jefferson: McFarland & Company, Incorporated Publishers, 2013) 26.
9
Sotheby’s, “The Value of Art | Episode 1: Authenticity,” filmed December 20, 2016, video,
5:49, https://www.sothebys.com/en/videos/the-value-of-art-episode-1-authenticity.
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The expertise of the compiler of an artist’s catalogue raisonné is noted by McNulty and also
verified by a number of Sotheby’s Specialists in the previously mentioned episode – who
refer to instances in which they have consulted people who have compiled catalogue raisonné
to authenticate a work of art.10
If you are not a major auction house, obtaining a particular catalogue raisonné may be
difficult.11 Additionally, it is unlikely that individuals who are simply interested in collecting
pieces of art will be in contact with catalogue raisonné compilers, artists’ foundations or art
historians. Particularly with the rise of the online art market in recent years, most everyday
buyers are unlikely to have access to art experts when purchasing a work of art. This begs the
question, if one does wish to obtain an expert’s opinion on a piece of art, where then can an
expert be found and what in fact constitutes an expert?
There are a number of websites that claim to list a complete database of experts on various
artists, schools and styles. However, this claim cannot be substantiated as any such list could
never be exhaustive – while there are recognized experts, there are no means of making them
official experts. Due to the legal and scholarly challenges of authentication and expertise, as
identified by The Association of Art Museum Curators, it is my understanding that an official
body (dedicated to officiating experts) could never be brought into existence.12

While someone may be regarded as an expert in a certain field of art, they may not claim or
wish to be an authenticator. For example, Sharon Chrust of Sharon Chrust and Associates,
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McNulty, “Buying, Selling and Valuing Art,” 26.
David Cycleback, “Catalogue Raisonné,” in Identifying Antique Commercial Printing
Processes, And the Basics of Authenticating Antique and Art Prints (North Carolina: Lulu
Press, 2015), 135-136.
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filmed December 2013, Vimeo video, 51:43,
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who is currently the Appraisers Association of America’s President, has specified that she is
an appraiser and not an authenticator.13 However, as Chrust is frequently quoted in an Artsy
article on art authentication this suggests she is regarded as an expert on the subject of
authenticity.14 Furthermore, in a number of guides to authenticating artwork, an appraiser is
often named as the voice of authority on the practice of authentication and often ‘appraiser’
and ‘authenticator’ are used interchangeably in discussions on the subject – an example of
this can be found in “How to Research an Artwork: Authentication,” by Berkley Library
University of California.15 Having reviewed the websites of Appraisers Association of
America, International Society of Appraisers and The Appraisal Foundation, there is nothing
to suggest that an appraiser is not permitted to give an opinion on authenticity, however, the
role of the appraiser is to give a formal valuation of an artwork. Each of these associations
administers Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice which (in the latest
available edition) gives little consideration to authentication other than defining a signature as
personalized evidence indicating authentication of the work performed by the appraiser and
the acceptance of the responsibility for content, analyses, and the conclusions in the report.16
Whether authentication is part of the valuation process or separate is largely disputed.
McNulty puts forth that, before conducting a valuation, the question “Is this work
“authentic?”” must be firstly be answered.17 However, in “The Value of Art”, Sotheby’s
Specialists indicate that authentication is part of the valuation process as the various attributes

Courtney Tenz, “Certificates of Authenticity, Explained,” Artsy, February 22, 2021,
https://www.artsy.net/series/collecting-art-online-safely-confidently/artsy-editorialcollectors-certificates-authenticity.
14
Tenz, “Certificates of Authenticity, Explained.”
15
“How to Research an Artwork: Authentication,” Berkley Library, Berkley University of
California, last modified January 5, 2022,
https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/c.php?g=387200&p=2626560.
16
The Appraisal Foundation, “2020-2021 Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice (USPAP): Standards 1-4,” accessed February 1, 2022,
https://www.millersamuel.com/files/2021/03/USPAP-Standards-1-4.pdf.
17
McNulty, “Buying, Selling and Valuing Art,” 25.
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considered valuable to a piece of art help to authenticate a work of art.18 As will be discussed
in my second chapter, there is a point when value and authenticity become so closely
associated that value cannot be properly ascertained without the consideration of authenticity.
Despite there being no formal body, which can bestow on an individual a recognized
qualification of “art expert”, there are professional and scholarly associations which help to
guide art world professionals who choose to authenticate works of art. McNulty notes that it
is customary for a recognized expert to belong to at least one of these associations – though
he does not specify which associations and rather broadly describes them “professional or
scholarly associations.”19 As well as guiding the practice of authentication, these associations
have been established to uphold and enforce a code of ethics. The code of ethics, entitled
Standards for the Practice of Art History, adopted and enforced by the College Art
Association of America (CAA) has a section dedicated to authentications and attributions.20
The CAA’s code of ethics is often cited as exemplar within scholarly writings on the practice
of authentication as it accounts for a variety of situations.21 This particular document is
highlighted here as it will inform my examination of my case studies in the third chapter of
this thesis.
1.2 Practical and Theoretical Authenticity
American philosopher, Theodore Gracyk, states that “a work of art possesses authenticity
when it is “true” to its authorial and/or cultural origins by reflecting beliefs and values held

Sotheby’s, “The Value of Art | Episode 1: Authenticity.”
McNulty, “Buying, Selling and Valuing Art,” 27.
20
“Standards & Guidelines » CAA Guidelines: Authentications and Attributions,” College
Art Association of America, accessed January 26, 2022,
https://www.collegeart.org/standards-and-guidelines/guidelines/authentications.
21
McNulty, “Buying, Selling and Valuing Art,” 27.
18

19
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by its creator and/or creator’s community.”22 This is a helpful generalisation of the concept of
authenticity as it relates to art. The teachings and writings of the late Dennis Dutton,
American philosopher of art, help to simplify this, enabling an easier understanding of
authenticity. Dutton proposes that an artwork can be considered authentic through ‘nominal
authenticity’ and ‘deep authenticity.’23 Nominal authenticity denotes “the correct
identification of the origins and identity-conditions of an object.”24 Art world professionals
go to such great lengths to secure the nominal authenticity of an object by collecting all the
factual information about an artwork. This factual information refers to the correct attribution
of a painting to its original artist, as opposed to that of a forgery.25 Both a copy of a Picasso
painting and an actual Picasso painting are nominally authentic, providing they are both
labelled as such.26 Whereas if someone tried to pass off a copied Picasso as the original work,
the information about the painting would be false and therefore the artwork would be not
nominally authentic.27 Thus, art world professionals must prove an artwork’s nominal
authenticity through provenance and by examining the work.
A ‘certificate of authenticity’ has long been considered reasonable proof of authorship
through provenance.28 While newer certificates might be presented affixed to an artwork,
taking the form of a barcode and serial number, traditionally this certificate has taken the
form of a unique physical document accompanying a given artwork.29 Regardless of form,
the certificate shows a detailed record of the transactional history of an artwork, thus

22

Theodore Gracyk, “The Arts: Authenticity and Art,” in A Companion to Aesthetics, ed.
Stephen Davies, et al., (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated, 2009), 156.
23
Denis Dutton, “Authenticity in the Art of Traditional Societies,” Pacific Arts, no. 9/10
(1994): 1, http://www.jstor.org/stable/23411033.
24
Ibid., 2.
25
Ibid., 1.
26
Ibid.
27
Ibid.
28
Tenz, “Certificates of Authenticity, Explained.”
29
Ibid.
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providing a timeline of the piece which dates back to the artist.30 According to Artsy
journalist Courtney Tenz, this form of authentication is recognized as “essential” for a
number of contemporary artworks, including the work of Banksy.31
In today’s art market, there is a great deal of scepticism regarding the validity of a certificate
of authenticity which accompanies a work by a deceased artist.32 As noted by Nicolas Chow,
the Chairman of Sotheby’s Asia and the International Head and Chairman of the Chinese
Works of Art department, “[a]nything that is worth something is going to be worth being
faked.”33 This statement not only applies to art but also the certificate of authenticity.
Courtney Kremers, the Head of Private Sales, Americas, and a Senior Specialist for Post-War
and Contemporary Art at Sotheby’s New York, notes the worth of documentation when
recounting her dealings with a number of forged artworks, each of which were proved
inauthentic by their fraudulent documentation.34 The documentation attributed each of the
works to a specific abstract expressionist artist, however, as the accompanying documents
were printed using the same “wonky little type writer where the letters jump up and down,”
Kremers was not convinced by their validity and was able to establish with further
investigation that the documents were fake.35 This in turn led to the conclusion that the
artworks were also forged as they could not be traced back to the artist. While Kremers is
clearly well versed in the authentication process, not all art world professionals are as vigilant
– in recent decades a number of lawsuits have been filed against art dealers in the United
States after works (which were sold under the impression that they were authentic due to their

Ibid.
Ibid.
32
Ibid.
33
Sotheby’s, “The Value of Art | Episode 1: Authenticity.”
34
Ibid.
35
Ibid.
30

31
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certificates) were latterly deemed inauthentic.36 Robert Read, the Head of Fine Art and
Private Client at insurance underwriter Hiscox, was quoted in an Artsy article, saying that a
“[c]ertificates of authenticity can be forged just as well as the work can be forged.” 37 This is
unsurprising as tutorials on how to make a certificate of authenticity are easily found through
a quick google search.38 This has led Read to believe that “[a]t the moment, most certificates
of authenticity are not worth the paper they’re written on.”39
As a consequence of all of this, and in particular due to the fear of litigation, a number of
contemporary artists’ foundations, particularly those in the United States, intend to or have
stopped issuing certificates of authenticity entirely.40 Included in this list of foundations are
big names such as Jean-Michel Basquiat, Andy Warhol, and Keith Haring.41
Additional documentation, such as provenance documentation, is therefore needed to prove
authorship.42 Provenance documentation can come in many forms. Leonie Grainger, the
Senior Director of Post-War and Contemporary Art at Christie’s London, looks to the back of
a painting for signs of provenance.43 These signs can come in the form of a note from the
artist, collectors’ stamps, inventory numbers and barcode stickers from auction houses,
gallery and/or museum labels and, as previously mentioned, the certificate of authenticity
barcode and serial number label. 1945 (still life) by Ben Nicholson is a prime example of
time well spent in examining the back of a painting in the search for determining provenance.
As seen in Figure 1, the artist has included his address in Cornwall at the bottom left of the

36

Tenz, “Certificates of Authenticity, Explained.”
Ibid.
38
Ibid.
39
Ibid.
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
Ibid.
43
Christie’s, “How is an artwork appraised?” March 31, 2020,
https://www.christies.com/features/how-is-an-artwork-appraised-10033-1.aspx.
37
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back of his work. Also seen on the reverse of 1945 (still life) are inventory numbers in black
stencil and white chalk, and a number of labels with barcodes and serial numbers. Each of
these are extremely helpful in tracing back a work of art to where a work had at some point
changed hands. If that had happened at an auction it is likely that there will be a catalogue for
that auction and, if verified, this creates a trail with the information obtained between
purchaser and seller lending credibility or otherwise to the items provenance. 44 Christie’s for
example have in their archives in London details of most of the sales held during their 254
years of business. 45 In any case, much like the information found on a certificate of
authenticity, what is found on the back of a painting must be cross-checked to verify the
provenance as these can also be forged. As noted by the International Foundation of Art
Research, art forgers often falsify provenance information and therefore provenance history
is rarely accepted as the sole proof of authorship.46
As mentioned, the catalogue raisonné of an artist is often cited as an essential resource for
proof of authorship. For example, Picasso’s works are extensively documented in his
catalogue raisonné, so much so, Julian Dawes, Senior Vice President, Head of Evening Sales,
and Co-Deputy Head of the Impressionist and Modern Art department at Sotheby’s New
York, has claimed that “the international standard is that, if a work by Picasso is recorded in
this book [the catalogue raisonné], it’s considered authentic.”47 However, not all artists have
a catalogue raisonné, particularly those lesser-known artists. Additionally, the list of works
included in an artist’s catalogue raisonné is not conclusive. There are instances when an
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artwork has been missed from an artist’s catalogue raisonné and is latterly added. For
example, Paysage avec trois personnages by Gustave Courbet was not included in Courbet’s
catalogue raisonné until it was examined by Jean-Jacques Fernier prior to the European Art
Sale that took place on the 22nd of May, 2018, at Sotheby’s Auction House in New York.48
Though it was only added to Coubert’s catalogue raisonné in 2018, it was attributed to the
artist in April 1973, when Robert Fernier was invited to Dr. Weseley’s New York collection,
and dating it to circa 1874-75.49

As noted from the example of Paysage avec trois personnages by Courbet, documented
information regarding authorship and provenance can be lost, unaccounted for or unverified
and therefore an expert is needed to assess the work. While the controversy over who is
regarded as an expert has already been discussed, it can be seen that, as a starting point, it is
essential to ascertain who has authenticated an artwork. Robert Read has said that, when
insuring art, Hiscox consider who has authenticated an artwork to be more important than
having a certificate of authenticity.50 Therefore, including the name of both Robert and JeanJacques Fernier in the catalogue note for the sale of Paysage avec trois personnages at
Sotheby’s is incredibly important as it gives this attribution more credibility. JeanJacques Fernier’s pedigree was established through his life’s work which was dedicated to
the study of the artist Gustave Courbet. Additionally, Jacques is listed as a member of the
Association des Amis de Gustave Courbet at the Institut Gustave Courbet Ornans.51 His
father, Robert Fernier, established the Courbet Museum in Ornans, he was the author of the

48

Sotheby’s, “European Art Sale: Live Auction 22 May 2018, New York,” accessed January
26, 2022, https://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2018/european-artn09869/lot.61.html?locale=en.
49
Sotheby’s, “Eupropean Art [N09869],” accessed January 26, 2022,
https://www.sothebys.com/en/attend-auction/notices.html/2018/european-artn09869?locale=zh-Hant.
50
Tenz, “Certificates of Authenticity, Explained.”
51
Sotheby’s, “Eupropean Art [N09869].”
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artist's catalogue raisonné and Jean-Jacques was able to study at close quarters the work of
Courbet in his father’s suite.52
The expert assesses the aesthetic and formal qualities of an artwork as the premise of
authorship is contingent on the hand of the artist and so materiality is essential to nominal
authenticity. In my opinion, determining authorship through these qualities or a “visceral
feeling,” especially when it comes to a work that has aged poorly and/or undergone
conservation, is dubious as there appears to be no formal method.53 Yamini Mehta,
International Head of South Asian Art at Sotheby’s, has said that, when attributing an
artwork to an artist, “[s]ometimes things need to pass the smell test,” and if they do not pass
their authenticity is brought into question. This is because the works she deals with were once
displayed and used in temples so would have the scent of yak butter and incense.54 This latter
example is relatively unique, however, Jonquil O’Reilly, Specialist in Old Masters Paintings
at Sotheby’s New York, notes that, as most paintings she comes across are unsigned, it is
typical to say that the work is “signed in every brushstroke.”55 O’Reilly caveats this by
saying that it is “usually say tongue in cheek but we mean it.”56 This is verified by Edoardo
Roberti, another Old Masters Paintings Specialist at Sotheby’s New York, who compares this
way of authenticating a work to recognising someone’s handwriting.57 When considering the
question of authorship, O’Reilly is of the opinion that when authenticating a work of art,
authorship can be determined through “the way an artist always paints an ear or uses specific
highlights on a cheekbone each time.”58 This form of authentication is not generally done by
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an individual and is determined through scholarly consensus, however it begs the question as
to how accurate this form of authentication can be especially when the art work is old and/or
conservation has taken place? Fortunately, due to technological innovations there are now a
number of tests that can now be done to deduce the make-up of an artwork.59 By conducting
scientific analysis on an artwork, questions such as, is the paper appropriate for the period
and is the weave of the canvas typical, can be answered. This assists in adding both
credibility and reliability to the conclusions that experts have reached in relation to the piece
subject to examination. The importance of technical investigation in determining provenance
is noted by Jilleen Nadolny, Director of the U.K. offices of ArtDiscovery. Nadolny said
“Technical investigation can support connoisseurly opinions with data and standard testing
protocols, creating referenced, evidence-based reports that allow artworks to be accepted as
authentic by the market.”60 Scientific examination is particularly important to establishing
nominal authenticity as it relates to the materiality of the artwork and is therefore concerned
with the hand of the artist, the environment in which the work was made and the period.
However, this form of authentication is prohibitively expensive for the average work of art
and so this is only generally done for works which are considered to be of a recognizable
stature.
Nadolny goes on to say that: “Obtaining solid evidence – a thorough due diligence package
involving scientific analysis, provenance research, and connoisseurial approval – is the best
way to be sure of the authenticity of artworks.”61 However, despite these lengths taken to
determine provenance and authorship, sometimes an original artist cannot be named
particularly in the case of Old Masters paintings as works were often unsigned and there are
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fewer records maintained from that time. Dutton acknowledges this and still maintains that
nominal authenticity can be achieved as long as all of the facts are laid bare for scrutiny.62
All comments made by art market professionals involved in authentication up until this point,
have given no indication as to why determining provenance and authorship is so important in
regards to authenticity and have tended to refer to authenticity and authorship
interchangeably. Referring back to the comment made by Chow, when it comes to
authenticating a work of art to be sold on the art market, a painting’s “worth” seems to be of
the greatest concern. Though nominal authenticity is essential to determining the financial
value of an artwork, it is also essential to determining the cultural value of an artwork as
nominal authenticity allows us to recognize that the history of a piece of art provides us with
the tools to understand and appreciate the values, beliefs and closely held ideals of the artist
and the period and community in which the artist was working. This is what Dutton describes
as deep authenticity. Securing nominal authenticity is important because it allows for deep
authenticity to be established.
To use my Picasso example once again, the deep authenticity of an original Picasso comes as
a result of the artist’s personal and true beliefs. Even if the artist is not named, as long as all
the facts are accounted for, a work can be deeply authentic as we are able to look back and
understand people of the past, their culture and the times they lived in. The subject of an
artwork and material originally are therefore an important aspect of deep authenticity. This
interpretation of authenticity is also given by Pip Laurenson, Head of Collection Care
Research at Tate in the United Kingdom, who notes that “authentic objects provide us with a
direct link to a particular past and in this sense authentic means ‘not a forgery’. With
traditional fine art objects, material evidence is sought for authenticity, demonstrating the
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hand of the artist.”63 Similarly, British conservator and academic Elizabeth Pye, places
greater emphasis on deep authenticity in saying that “[a]uthenticity has been generally
considered to mean genuine in terms of materials, workmanship and date, and processes used
to authenticate objects concentrated on the identification of raw materials, the examination of
tool marks and other aspects of construction, and, where possible, the use of scientific dating
techniques.”64 As Pip and Pye are writing from a conservators perspective and are likely to
have no personal stake in the genuineness of an artwork, this contrasts with the accounts of
authenticity given by art market professionals involved in the dealing of artworks.
Nominal authenticity and deep authenticity are interconnected – if you have established
nominal authenticity then deep authenticity will follow. Though art market professionals tend
to stress less importance on deep authenticity as nominal authenticity is more directly linked
with the financial value of an artwork. Both nominal authenticity and deep authenticity
communicate intensely felt personal and/or cultural values. However, if the materiality of an
artwork is compromised (through aging, conservation and/or restoration) then this leads to
the conclusion that the authenticity of an artwork could in turn also be compromised.
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CHAPTER 2: Art Conservation
“…One should make sure at the very outset that there is a truly philosophic basis so that
‘conservators’ shall not only be good practitioners, but scholars as well, knowing not only
what they do, but why they do it, and prepared to discuss fundamental questions effectively
with their opposite numbers in aesthetics, art history and so forth.” (George Leslie Stout,
1945) 65
George Leslie Stout was a “legendary” art conservator according to his profile on the
Monuments Men Foundation for the Preservation of Art.66 His “legendary” status owes a
great deal to his outstanding service as part of the Monuments, Fine Arts, & Archives section
(MFAA) during World War II, as well his exemplary contribution to the development of the
study and practice of art conservation in the United States generally.67 Though this quote
comes from 1945, Stout’s words still ring true today, as noted by its inclusion in the preface
of Salvador Muñoz Viñas’ book Contemporary Theory of Conservation and demonstrated by
the words of Pip Laurenson and Elizabeth Pye in my first chapter. The purpose of
conservation is crucial to setting apart a good conservator from a bad conservator. For
example, Laurenson and Pye not only recognize the importance of nominal authenticity but,
by showing concern for deep authenticity, they help to answer the question posed by Stout of
“why they do it.”68 While these conservators have put forth a philosophical reason for
conservation, this is not the only reason for conserving a work of art. The purpose of
conservation generally sets apart the “good practitioners” from the bad. This chapter will
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address the problems in the field of conservation, specifically those conservators working
with artworks on the art market. These problems can and have led to short-falls in the
practice of conservation. This will in turn help to address the impact conservation has on the
authenticity of a painting.
2.1 The Art Conservator: An Unregulated Profession
As Stout points out, there are “good practitioners” and therefore bad practitioners in the field
of conservation.69 This is partly due to the fact that, in the United States, and in most other
countries, the profession of the art conservator is still unregulated – whoever conserves a
work of art is called a conservator, irrespective of any training or experience.70 There are
many governing bodies which provide definitions and codes of ethics for the conservation of
art. Conservation is used here as a collective name for: preventive conservation, remedial
conservation and restoration. This use of the term is by no means unique, for example the
International Council of Museums – Committee for Conservation (ICOM-CC) uses the term
in the same manner.71 It should be noted that many of the definitions provided by ICOM-CC
are adopted by other governing bodies such as the International Centre for the Study of the
Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM).72 However, the use of
conservation as an umbrella term is not adopted by all governing bodies. This identifies just
one of the many inconsistencies in the definitions and codes of ethics provided by each
governing body. There is an added complication in that not all academics agree with the
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definition. Dr Yasmin Railton considers that the term “conservation” is not specific but more
of an “umbrella concept” encapsulating preventive conservation, remedial conservation and
restoration.73 On the other hand, Dr David Bellingham is of the opinion that conservation and
restoration form two separate and distinct areas of professional practice and that the practical
application of each is different in both the art market and in the museum context.74
The governing bodies which attempt to regulate the field of conservation operate under a
membership system – while they set out and attempt to enforce standards for the conservation
of art, someone who conserves a work of art is under no legal obligation to become a
member. Despite these problems in the field of conservation, under tort law in the United
States, someone who conserves a work of art is considered a “professional” and so could be
liable through professional negligence.
Much like the authenticator, the role of the conservator is largely unregulated. Even for those
considered to be “good practitioners,” the ‘best practice’ is not always obvious for artworks
on the art market. It is important to understand the standards of conservation as noted through
the definitions of preventive conservation, remedial conservation and restoration. By
recognizing that these standards are generally agreed as a guide to ‘best practice,’ this will
show from a practical perspective the purpose of conservation.
2.2 Conservation Definitions and Guidelines for Practice
For conservators working with paintings on the art market, preventive conservation is
typically out with their control. Preventive conservation is defined by ICOM-CC as “all
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measures and actions aimed at avoiding and minimizing future deterioration or loss. They are
carried out within the context or on the surroundings of an item, but more often a group of
items, whatever their age and condition. These measures and actions are indirect – they do
not interfere with the materials and structures of the items. They do not modify their
appearance.”75 This definition accounts for damage caused through harm from human
intervention (intentional or otherwise) and the natural aging process. Collection care is a
priority for leading galleries and museums around the world. The vast number and highcalibre of paintings housed at a museum are often of global significance and interest and
therefore there are likely to be legal obligations to protect this cultural heritage. While
museums serve as a desirable model for preventive conservation, these standards are unlikely
to be equalled by private owners displaying and/or storing paintings in their homes – the
provisions needed to uphold these standards are not always possible in the case of privately
owned paintings. Additionally, preventive conservation only slows down the aging process of
a painting. Paint produced today has been developed so as to ensure an artwork’s durability,
however, older paintings, made up of older materials, generally need more care and attention.
When the aesthetic of a painting is compromised this can have an impact on the authenticity
of an art work. Depending upon the level of that impact remedial conservation can be
required, being the most appropriate course of action. ICOM-CC defines remedial
conservation as “all actions directly applied to an item or a group of items aimed at arresting
current damaging processes or reinforcing their structure. These actions are only carried out
when the items are in such a fragile condition or deteriorating at such a rate, that they could
be lost in a relatively short time. These actions sometimes modify the appearance of the
items.”76
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Often, more invasive treatment is required to repair an artwork which has suffered significant
physical and aesthetic damage. Restoration is defined by ICOM-CC as “all actions directly
applied to a single and stable item aimed at facilitating its appreciation, understanding and
use. These actions are only carried out when the item has lost part of its significance or
function through past alteration or deterioration. They are based on respect for the original
material. Most often such actions modify the appearance of the item.”77
It is important to recognize that the ‘best practice,’ to which I have previously referred, does
not set down any set methods by which conservation is carried out. However, some guidance
can be obtained through the governing bodies and there are certain principles which the
conservator should be aware of. For example, guidance is provided by the American Institute
for Conservation (AIC) in their “Code of Ethics” and “Guidelines for Practice”.78 Therefore it
is essential that the conservator has a sound understanding of the field of conservation as the
methods utilized by a conservator are generally down to that individual’s own professional
judgement.
A conservator’s work must be well documented. For paintings on the art market, it is
essential that a record of any work carried out by the conservator is maintained so that, if
necessary, documentation regarding conservation is available to a potential buyer on request
to set out what has been done to the work. This documentation can prove the conservator’s
sensitivity to the original intent and style of the artist and, from a legal perspective, has met
the standards expected of a professional. Additionally, as Gerry Hedley explains,
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conservation always runs the risk of being peculiar to its time.79 Therefore, it is important to
keep full and accurate records of the work being carried out as ‘best practice’ is an unstable
and constantly evolving concept. Documentation of methods and treatment will aide future
generations of conservators in their own approach and, if necessary, allow conservation to be
‘reversed’ or ‘retreated.’ The principles of ‘reversibility’ and ‘retreatability’ propose that any
conservation work undertaken can be largely undone.80 However, these principles are
considered by many art conservators to be problematic. Chris Caple goes as far as to say that
“[r]eversibility is an unrealistic goal.”81 While reversibility and ‘retreatibility’ are the ideal
goal, conservators are now expected to strive for ‘minimal intervention’ as this is considered
a more realistic goal.82 By intervening as little as possible, this shows “respect for the original
material.”83 As stated by Salvador Munoz-Vinas in his writings on the subject of ethical
conservation, the amount of intervention “cannot be determined scientifically.” 84 What must
always be borne in mind by the conservator is that, for the work of conservation to be carried
out to its maximum potential, the conservator must firstly have sufficient knowledge about
the materials to be used and the effect of those materials on the original work; and secondly
be well versed in the history of the piece of work and the artist who created it. It is, in other
words, the conservator’s responsibility to carry out what amounts to due diligence on the
piece prior to commencing any work on it. The appropriate amount of treatment required is
therefore discerned from technical, aesthetic, art historical, and scientific factors and requires
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a sound understanding of the function of the artwork.85 For example, in some cases, it may
well have been anticipated or hoped for by the artist that the aging process should be intrinsic
to the work. The conservator has an extremely difficult and delicate task to identify such
works through due diligence, in the knowledge that the very damage or decay that has
occurred to the piece of art will probably be essential to proof of authenticity. For example,
over cleaning or restoring of an Old Masters painting could devalue it, part of its authenticity
is associated with its perceived age.86

As well as conducting due diligence, documenting any conservation and upholding the
previously mentioned principles, it goes without saying that any paint applied should not
damage the piece nor should it in any way change the appearance of the original work. If that
is not abided by the conservator runs the risk of compromising the authenticity of the work
by presenting what could be described as a forgery as the marks of the original artist have
been lost. This is a very difficult and delicate line to tread. When a conservator is faced with
a painting that requires a degree of ‘inpainting’ they should resist any temptation to be
creative.87 On the one hand, the conservator has to recognize when ‘inpainting’ is necessary,
but, on the other hand, any ‘inpainting’ must ensure the work is still recognizable as the work
of the original artist.88 This dichotomy has resulted in some works (in particular Italian
works) of art, in the mid twentieth century, being neglected as the fear of ‘repainting’ stopped
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necessary ‘inpainting’.89 This fear and lack of conservation had the unfortunate result of
diminishing the work to such an extent that the artist’s original vision was not maintained.90
2.3 The Purpose of Conservation
Over the past two centuries, ideas and methods of conservation have changed and evolved.
Heidi Stroh asserts that, today, the aim of restoration is to reverse the effects of damage and
aim to preserve “the intent of the artist or meaning that a work has gained over time.”91 In
accordance with this ideology, Muñoz Viñas describes conservation as a ‘truthenforcement’ operation. 92 This sits very well with the conservation definitions and
procedures previously outlined. It can be concluded that the purpose of conservation is to
enforce the truth. As discussed in the first chapter of this thesis, it is generally agreed from a
practical and theoretical perspective that the concept of authenticity is synonymous with
truth when it comes to a painting. In accordance with this, conservation is therefore meant
to enforce authenticity.
While in theory this goal is generally agreed today, in reality this is not always the case.
From a practical perspective the “intent of the artist” is a dubious concept. There is still a
very lively debate about how conservators can possibly know the intent and feeling of the
original artist when going about their work. The purists think that knowing the intent of the
artist is not possible and that the conservator is being presumptuous in their assumptions.
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John Ruskin, an English draughtsman and art writer, is often cited as the earliest purist.93 In
the second half of the 19th century he claimed that conservation was nothing but a lie.94 Since
then, others have shared his beliefs including French Romantic artist, Eugene Delacroix, and
Renaissance art historian, James Beck. These ideas have been largely disparaged today,
however there is some logic to this as is evident from the moral rights granted to artists in the
United States and in Europe. What is meant by moral rights? The artist who has created the
work of art has a bond between them and their work and this is recognized through moral
rights which have their foundations in copyright law.95 The basic moral rights of an artist
include the right of attribution or authorship.96 This allows an artist to retain certain rights in
relation to a work which they have created but no longer own. If an artist is told what is
planned in relation to their work, they can refuse permission for that work to be carried out.97
An artist who considers that their work has been modified or changed (including by
mutilation or destruction by any means) to an extent that they are unhappy with can state that
they no longer wish their name to be associated with that work as it has been modified to
such an extent that the artist considers it no longer to be truly their own work.98 Additionally,
in the United States, under the Visual Artists Rights Act, living artists can disavow their work
and prevent attribution to them if the piece is mutilated or modified in ways that are
prejudicial to an artist’s reputation.99 This is all well and good with regard to work by living
artists as they can be asked about what their intentions had been in creating the work,
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however this becomes difficult with works where the artist has died and even more difficult
in relation to artists who have died centuries ago.
The methods and approaches to conservation adopted by previous generations is often
considered outdated. For example, during the period of the Italian Renaissance, the Roman
Catholic church famously insisted upon loincloth additions to Michelangelo’s Last
Judgement in the Sistine Chapel in Vatican City.100 This shows that conservation was once
applied subjectively, to suit the tastes of the period. It can be concluded that the purpose for
this conservation is based primarily on aesthetic values and the morals of those who owned or
displayed the art rather than ethical principles surrounding the artist’s intent. While this is an
extreme example, others throughout history have also championed aesthetic values as the
priority of conservation. Included in this group of ‘aestheticist,’ as Muñoz Viñas refers to
them, was the esteemed Italian art critic and art historian, Cesare Brandi.101 Brandi
maintained that the artistic value of a piece of art was a relevant consideration in scientific
conservation, a feature that was often overlooked or neglected when decisions were being
taken in relation to conservation.102 The aesthetics of a piece of art should, in his opinion, be
at the forefront of considerations in decisions surrounding conservation and accordingly
required to be taken into account.103 His ideas were reflected in the Italian Restoration Letter
of 1972 and are still well received now.104
These ‘aestheticist’ views are highly relevant and applicable to the conservation of paintings
presented on the art market today. The results of conservation have an effect on the
appearance and physical conditions of an artwork. While conservation is often applied as a
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necessity to preserve art, it can also be tied to the commodification of art. McNulty identifies
aesthetic considerations and the physicality of an artwork as two key ‘value drivers’ –
components that can drive up the value of an artwork.105 Therefore, those wishing to achieve
the best price for the sale of a painting on the art market, will present their painting in a more
aesthetically pleasing condition. As the profession is unregulated, there are instances where
people who have no experience or knowledge in conservation, but are simply the sellers of a
painting, add ‘touch ups’ to a work to present their painting in a more aesthetically pleasing
condition. It can be concluded that, for works presented on the art market, the main purpose
of conservation for the seller is to increase the sale price. If a conservator (in the general
sense of the word) is not well versed in the practice of conservation and applies treatment
liberally, the authenticity of an artwork can be compromised – as previously outlined through
the principle of ‘inpainting.’ So as not to compromise ethical considerations in favour of
aesthetic considerations, experienced and trained conservators must employ, what Railton
refers to as, ‘adaptive ethics.’ This means that the conservator should negotiate the values of
several stakeholders who may not ascribe to ‘best practice’.106
To conclude, it could be argued that a painting in a neglected state can still be considered to
be nominally authentic, provided that the origins and identity-conditions are accurately
accounted for. However, when the aesthetic and physical conditions of a painting have
deteriorated to the point at which the understanding and appreciation of the work is
compromised, the deep authenticity is compromised or, as in the case of the previous
example, lost entirely. As concluded from my first chapter, nominal authenticity and deep
authenticity are interconnected so without the deep authenticity, the nominal authenticity is
void. The same can be said of a work which is over-conserved as this also can be detrimental
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to the understanding and appreciation for the work. By over-painting the artist, the hand of
the artist is lost and so the work no longer expresses the values, beliefs and closely held
ideals of the artist and the period and community in which the artist was working.
Thus, when considering the question of the art conservator’s role in preserving authenticity, it
can be seen that the maintenance of the aesthetic and physical qualities of a painting are
essential to establish authorship of the work, which in turn is crucial to establishing both
nominal and deep authenticity of the work. Whoever conserves a painting is largely
responsible for the authenticity of said painting. Having outlined the disparity between the
ethical ideals of conservation and the problems of applying these ideals, it can be concluded
that maintaining authenticity is not always a straightforward task, but it is one that must
always be at the forefront of the conservator’s mind.
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CHAPTER 3: Case Studies of Conservation
The first two chapters of this thesis have addressed theoretical and practical considerations
that apply to authenticity and conservation. By applying those considerations to two case
studies of paintings which have undergone conservation, a greater understanding of the role
of the conservator in preserving authenticity will be gained. In each case study the paintings
being considered are by deceased artists and each painting has undergone substantial
conservation, primarily restoration. Of note is that the works were both painted in different
eras and the methods used by the respective conservators were different. The authenticity of
each work has been questioned in different environments and the conclusions drawn about
the effect of the conservation process are not only extremely interesting but also appear to be
in opposition to each other. By looking at these two very distinct examples, a broader
understanding of the various factors that are both within and beyond the conservator’s control
which can contribute to the durability of authenticity will be gained. This will provide a
focused insight into the theory of the durability of authenticity in what is a large and diverse
field.
Case Study I: Vor Gottvater kniender Jüngling
The painting Vor Gottvater kniender Jüngling, seen in Figure 2, is included in Egon Schiele:
The Complete Works. Published in 1998, this is the most up-to-date catalogue raisonnée of
Schiele’s work. Figure 2 has been captioned in accordance with the information given in this
latest catalogue.107 However, the authenticity of the painting has long been debated.
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Otto Kallir did not include the work in the original catalogue raisonné of Schiele’s paintings
in 1930 and “rejected” the attribution to Schiele.108 Rudolf Leopold, whose literature on
Schiele has been so extensive as to supposedly contribute to the fame of the artist, accepted
the attribution in 1972, “on the basis of a black and white photograph and Johannes Dobai’s
1968/69 article.”109 As detailed in chapter one of this thesis, both Otto Kallir and Leopold
would be considered by today’s standards as experts and their opinions would be crucial in
determining the authenticity of a painting prior to sale on the art market. In 1987, when the
work was brought to Christie’s by a private collector, Jane Kallir, the granddaughter of Otto
Kallir, was consulted at the time of the painting’s condition report.110 Jane Kallir had worked
at her grandfather’s Expressionist art gallery, Galerie St. Etienne, in New York since 1939
and was the gallery’s co-director when Christie’s approached her. Otto Kallir had passed in
1978 and so Jane took up the mantel as an authenticator of Schiele’s works – though, having
not yet compiled a catalogue raisonnée of the artist, she did not have as strong a claim to the
position of expert as her grandfather did when he examined the work. The International
Foundation for Art Research notes that Jane Kallir had supposedly “expressed doubts as to
the painting’s authenticity” at the time of the Christie’s condition report and consequently
decided to exclude the work from the catalogue raisonné on Egon Schiele which she
compiled and published in 1990.111 The advice of Jane Kallir was disregarded by Christie’s in
favour of Leopold’s earlier verdict – as is evident from the provenance listing which named
Leopold and dated his authentication to 1972.112
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The evidence of authenticity of Vor Gottvater kniender Jüngling, prior to any legal
intervention, is largely inadequate. Firstly, there is a lack of consensus from experts as to the
painting’s authenticity. Secondly, although the artist’s initials were visible in the bottom right
corner of the painting, a signature does not prove authenticity – as detailed in chapter one.
Though a condition report was provided for the auction, evidently the condition of the work
was not properly assessed as no comment was made on the conservation which had been
carried out at some point in the painting’s history. There is no record of who conserved the
work or the methods of the conservator. Due to the absence of conservation documentation, it
is unclear whether conservation had taken place prior to any of the expert examinations and
thus obscuring the process of authentication. Thirdly, there is a substantial gap in the
provenance of the work. Prior to Christie’s, the painting was held in a private collection in
Switzerland. The provenance gives no indication as to when and where the private collector
acquired the work. Fourthly, it was purposefully excluded from the original catalogue
raisonnée of the artist. Finally, no scientific investigations were reportedly conducted prior to
the sale. While some steps have been taken to authenticate the work, this investigation has
not been conclusive. As information has been unaccounted for and disregarded, in
accordance with the theory of authenticity proposed by Dutton, the nominal authenticity of
the work is uncertain. In other words, the identification of the origins and identity-conditions
of the painting are uncertain and without this nominal authenticity cannot be ascertained.113
Consequently, the deep authenticity bares no value.
Despite this, on the 29th of June, 1987, Vor Gottvater kniender Jüngling was sold by
Christie’s as a Schiele original to Marie Zellinger de Balkany. Upon viewing the 1990
catalogue raisonné of Schiele’s work, de Balkany sent the painting to be reviewed by
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“another expert” and concerns about the authenticity of the painting were once again
raised.114 In light of this, de Balkany took Christie’s to court in England and ultimately, in
1995, the court revoked the sale on the grounds that the work was “forgery” as a result of the
conservation and ordered Christie’s to refund the purchase price plus interest to de
Balkany.115 The dispute encapsulated the arguments surrounding the question of
‘overpainting’ and its relationship with restoration. When does ‘overpainting’ or restoration
cross the boundary that takes a painting from being authentic to inauthentic.
Scientific investigations concluded that the original work was characteristic of Schiele and,
based on these findings, the painting (prior to conservation) was considered authentic by the
court.116 As the conservator did not document the condition of the work prior to their
treatment, it is uncertain how much treatment, if any, was needed. Additionally, there is no
evidence to suggest the work was damaged to the extent that the work no longer possessed
deep authenticity prior to conservation.
As a result of these investigations, the court found that the conservator had “over-painted” 94
percent of the canvas, meaning that only 6 percent of the original painting was visible.117
Particular attention was given in the court’s judgement to the fact that the artist’s initials were
overpainted.118 Investigations showed that “on the layers below the physical surface of the
painting revealed a different monogram and some outlining.”119 The conservator had
effectively re-signed the canvas with Schiele’s initials, with the purpose to delude the viewer
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that the visible initials (part of the over-painting) were painted by the original artist. Thus,
perpetrating a fraud.
As noted in chapter two of this thesis, governing bodies have addressed the issue of
inpainting and outlined guidelines for conservators to follow today so as to help in avoiding
these issues. This example does not constitute ‘minimal intervention,’ as is evident from the
scientific investigation. However, what percentage constitutes acceptable minimal
intervention? There is a limit between inpainting and overpainting, which can raise questions
about authenticity, however, this limit is not exact. The balancing act which the conservator
has to carry out is a delicate one and, notwithstanding the guidelines previously referred to,
this is made more difficult because of the lack of defined standards or professionally
recognised industry benchmarks set down for the conservator to operate within. This problem
is further exacerbated by the diverse opinions in relation to expert and opinion evidence on
authenticity which results in there being no precise way of determining authenticity.
The conservator is unknown and it seems a logical conclusion to draw from that, that if the
profession of conservatorship was regulated, the identity of the conservator, if legitimate,
would have been known. There remains the distinct possibility that the conservator might
have been someone who had little or no experience in conservation and that the work might
have been conserved by someone who had little or no experience in conservation. Though the
conservation that took place fell below today’s standards, and as it is unclear when the
conservation was undertaken, it cannot be concluded whether the conservation fell below the
standards that applied at the time that the conservation had taken place. It could be argued
then that the loss of authenticity was a result of other factors (the blame cannot be solely
placed on the conservator).
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Christie’s argument in the case brought by de Balkany was that in the contract of sale entered
into there was an exclusion clause as referred to previously and that in effect the diligence
carried out in respect of the work had been sufficient.120 The piece had therefore been sold by
them in good faith. The court was not impressed by this argument holding that Christie’s
should have detected the forgery as constituted by the overpainting.121 Furthermore, using the
recognized standard of what would be expected of a competent art dealer or auctioneer, the
court concluded that if a proper examination of the piece had been carried out the extent of
the overpainting would have been discovered, especially with regard to the signing of the
work.122 The court held that by failing to carry out due diligence, applying the standards
referred to, intent to deceive had been established and Christies were not entitled to rely upon
the opinions that they had obtained and should not have held out that the work was a Schiele
without further enquiry, and the work should have been sold as “attributed to” Schiele.123 The
action against Christies having succeeded on a breach of contract basis, in an interesting turn
of events however, despite the court not being required to go on to consider the question of
liability in respect of the duty of care aspect of de Balkany’s claim it opined that,
notwithstanding the significant premium paid to Christies by de Balkany, no duty of care was
owed to the purchaser of the work of art by Christies in tort.124 If that had been the only
question that the court had to consider, then the claim in tort would have failed as de Balkany
could not simply rely upon the assurances of Christies and that the buyer would have been
required to inspect the work prior to purchase to be sure of its integrity.125
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There remains always a clear obligation to identify the genesis of a work of art where that is
possible. As it does not appear Christie’s believed the work to be a forgery, it can be
concluded that though they were responsible for securing authenticity, it was a case of
misidentification on their part. A distinction between misidentification and forgery which is
emphasized by Dutton.126
As demonstrated from the shifting status of authenticity in this case study, authenticity is a
fluid concept. It is difficult to pinpoint at what point the work became a forgery – was it when
the work underwent conservation or after the court ruling. This alludes to the fact that
authenticity is subjective, while the work was still a forgery prior to the judgement, in the
minds of many people it was still considered authentic.
Though the court ruled that the painting constituted a forgery due to excessive overpainting,
as previously mentioned, years after the case the work was included by Jane Kallir in the
1998 catalogue raisonnée of the artist. The court case is detailed in the catalogue, yet, the
inclusion of the work suggests that it possesses an element of authenticity. It can be deduced
that the authenticity resides in the fact that the scientific investigations proposed that the
work was originally painted by the hand of Schiele. It is nominally authentic in the sense that
all information is now accounted for and deep authenticity is brought about not only through
the origins but also the history of conservation. It can be concluded that authenticity is a
fragile and illusive concept.
This first case study is exemplary of potential hazards relating to the authenticity of a work of
art when carrying out restoration and when it is viewed through the prism of the legal
process.
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Case Study II: Salvator Mundi
The authenticity of the “recently rediscovered Salvator Mundi” has been highly contested.
Today the $450 million question is: is the painting Salvator Mundi originally by Leonardo da
Vinci? The figure of $450 million is mentioned as this was approximately the price the work
sold for at auction in 2017 at Christie’s.127 The auction house certain of the attribution, as is
evident from the catalogue listing which identifies da Vinci as the original artist and dates the
painting to “circa 1500.”128 However, in 2021, when the work was lent to the Prado museum,
the work was displayed as “attributed to, or authorised, or supervised by, the Renaissance
master.”129 Doubtless this will in turn have a negative effect on the financial and cultural
value of the work, as the attribution is no longer certain. However, in order to draw
conclusions on the authenticity or otherwise of the work today, the ‘rediscovery’ must firstly
be addressed.
In 2005, the work was purchased by two art dealers, Robert B. Simon and Alex Parish, from
an auction house in New Orleans, Louisiana, for the sum of $1,175.130 As can be deduced
from the limited catalogue entry, the auction house made little effort to authenticate the work.
While the catalogue entry listed the work as a later copy of da Vinci’s original Salvator
Mundi, which was at that time presumed to be lost, Simon and Parish had their reservations
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about this attribution.131 Consequently, after the sale had passed, they brought the work to the
attention of Dianne Modestini, a highly respected art conservator based in New York. The
conservational efforts of Modestini provide a greater understanding of the painting and is
largely responsible for the attribution to da Vinci today.
As seen in Figures 3-5, the painting underwent a dramatic transformation between the years
2005 to 2017. By looking at each of these figures in isolation, this helps to address the
painting’s status with regards to authenticity at three stages: before, during and after
conservation by Modestini.
Modestini discovered that the work had undergone a substantial amount of conservation over
the course of centuries. Figure 3, Salvator Mundi Before Restoration, shows the state of the
work in 2005 after centuries of conservation, but prior to any treatment by Modestini. The
accumulation of “heavy-handed” and “harsh” conservation over centuries, compromised the
authenticity of the work.132 Evidence of this is established by the fact the work was not
identified for centuries. The attribution, “After Leonardo da Vinci,” given by the New
Orleans auction house in 2005, is highly appropriate as most of the work came after da Vinci
and, in this state, the hand of the artist is barely visible.133 Thus, to suggest it was by da Vinci
would be to deceive the viewer. However, in 2005 the work could not be considered
authentic as the limited information cannot justify nominal or deep authenticity.
Figure 4, Salvator Mundi Cleaned State, shows the work in 2006 after layers of paint, from
previous attempts at conservation, had been removed by Modestini – all that is left is the
remains of the artwork as painted by the original artist. According to the first-hand account of
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Simon, what then emerged “were brilliant passages of delicacy and complexity, colours that
with slight saturation were beginning to recover a vibrancy that had been long diminished,
and, with Christ’s face, a haunting expression of power and solemnity.”134
Presented in this state, it could be argued that the work follows the standard for restoration
provided by ICOM-CC, as detailed in chapter two of this thesis. Modestini has shown
“respect for the original material” and it could be argued that the work still can be
appreciated, understood and used.135 This leads one to the question of the “original intent of
the artist.”136 As previously discussed, this is a problematic concept. From a purist
perspective, any additions after this stage would be detrimental to the artwork as the original
intent of the artist cannot be assumed. Additionally, part of the cultural value of the painting
is bound to its age and by including signs of aging the deep authenticity of the work is in a
way reflected.
As is evident from Figure 5, Modestini assumed the original intent to mean the state in which
the work left the artist’s studio. Salvator Mundi shows the resulting state of the work after
several years of conservation. Modestini is a highly qualified and well-regarded conservator
and her process of conservation is exemplary of the ethical standards expected when
conserving a painting – Modestini conducted extensive due diligence into the work and her
findings and methods are available to the public. As the work came to her unattributed the
original purpose of conservation appears to be investigatory as Modestini’s due diligence
shows concern for establishing nominal authenticity and deep authenticity.
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Though Modestini has treated the painting to reinstate the original artist’s intent, the hand of
the artist is barely visible today and a large section the wood panel has been replaced. While
documentation is valuable to communicate the deep authenticity of the work, the former
materials used and the brushstrokes of the artist have been lost to the perils of time and
conservation. Therefore, certain attributes of authenticity have been lost.
Though Modestini concluded that the work was by da Vinci, today this is not widely
accepted. The identity conditions of the work are still inconclusive and the authenticity has
been debated publicly. For example, last year, at the Curzon Mayfair cinema in London,
after the screening of the premier of The Lost Leonardo (the 2021 documentary on the
painting). during the Q&A, the panel chair Georgina Adam asked the audience whether
they believed the painting by Leonardo alone, did he only make a contribution or is the
master’s hand completely absent?137 Reportedly “[o]nly four members in the packed
audience believed that the work is solely by the master.”138 Most recently, these debates
have taken place through the platform of The Art Newspaper. Upon reading The Art
Newspaper’s article “Prado museum downgrades Leonardo's $450m Salvator Mundi in
exhibition catalogue,” Robert B. Simon wrote in to defend the authenticity of the work. 139
This was published by The Art Newspaper in the article “Letters | Salvator Mundi: A
circumspect description does not a negative verdict make,” along with their research to
validate their claims in the earlier article.140
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By looking at these three moments in the painting’s history in isolation it can be concluded
that authenticity is fluid. The different stages of conservation drew attention to different
considerations necessary to determining authenticity. This case study gives rise to the idea
that authenticity can be lost due to the perils of time and the conservator can reinstate an
artwork’s authenticity to an extent.
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CONCLUSION
The theories of Dutton provide a highly informative framework from which to address the
practical understandings of authenticity in today’s art world and specifically with regards to
paintings in the art market. Whilst at first glance using only the theories of Dutton may appear
to be limiting, that is far from the case. Dutton reminds us that through his core definition of
nominal authenticity in relation to works of art, the very idea of authenticity is the catalyst for
a varied range of responses. It is Dutton’s view that the starting point for authenticating a piece
of art is to identify its origins, for that to happen the artwork requires an identifiable link to the
time and place of its creation. Given the complexities of this it is critical that sufficient evidence
is provided to confirm the identity-conditions, namely the artist, of a work. Only through
context of authenticity can an artwork possess true meaning, and this is why the authentication
process has been developed and is so intricate today - in order that it can give true meaning to
what can be meant by authenticity.

The rigorous authentication process highlights different facets which help to conclude an
artwork’s status as authentic. As demonstrated through the case studies, the process for
determining when an artwork is inauthentic is far less clear.

Today, as has been demonstrated through the first case study, it is mainly through challenges
in the courts that a painting’s authenticity as a result of conservation is called into question.
What clouds the court’s determination in the example given is the fact that the work remains
within the artist’s catalogue raisonnée. The fact that there is not a set of defining regulations
governing the conservator, leads in many cases to the courts being the final arbiter in respect
of the authenticity of a work.
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Both case studies gave rise to the idea that authenticity is fluid. During the life span of a
painting, its authenticity can be lost and reinstated. There is no doubt that the conservator bears
some responsibility for preserving the authenticity of an artwork, however there are many
ways, as has already been shown, for the conservator to compromise and even lose the
authenticity of the artwork.

This, in part, could be down to the lack of regulations to which the conservator is subject.
Informal guidance has its place however it is only guidance and there are no hard and fast
rules within which the conservator is required to work. This could lead to the conservator
being creative with their treatment of a work without being aware that they have crossed the
line between authenticity and inauthenticity by overstepping upon the original artist’s intent.

The concept of authenticity is fragile and illusive and whilst the idea of authenticity can be
complicated by conservation, providing the guidelines and codes of ethics set out by the
governing bodies are followed and that accurate records of the conservation process are kept,
the impact of conservation on authenticity can be minimalized and the conflict which can exist
between the aesthetic value of a painting which has been subject to conservation and the
authenticity of the work can be reconciled.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1. Ben Nicholson, Reverse of 1945 (still life), 1945. Oil and pencil on board, 47 × 48.9
cm. https://www.christies.com/features/8-things-you-can-learn-from-the-back-of-a-painting10293-1.aspx.

Fig. 2. Egon Schiele, Vor Gottvater kniender Jüngling, 1909. Oil and metallic paint on
canvas, 79.5 × 59.5 cm. http://egonschieleonline.org/works/paintings/work/p152.
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Fig. 3. Leonardo da Vinci, Salvator Mundi Before Restoration, 2005, painted circa 1500, oil
on panel, 65.7 × 45.7 cm. https://salvatormundirevisited.com/ Visible-light-images.

Fig. 4. Leonardo da Vinci, Salvator Mundi Cleaned State, 2006, painted circa 1500, oil on
panel, 65.7 × 45.7 cm. https://salvatormundirevisited.com/ condition-and-Restoration.
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Fig. 5. Leonardo da Vinci, Salvator Mundi, painted circa 1500, oil on panel, 65.7 × 45.7cm.,
Christie’s 2017 Post War & Contemporary Art Evening Sale.
https://www.christies.com/lot/lot-leonardo-da-vinci-1452-1519-salvator-mundi6110563/?from=salesummary&intObjectID=6110563&lid=1&ldp_breadcrumb=back.
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